


To pull off the ultimate event, you need to be more than a host. You need to be the 

ultimate entertainer. You need an affordable, flexible atmosphere where you can be 

luxurious, awe-inspiring or unexpected as the occasion calls for. That takes a setting 

towering with possibilities, filled with exhilarating sights they’ve never seen before. One 

that gives them the freedom to work, play, or relax like never before. Circa brings it all 

together in a new place, for a new era, ensuring guests have the time of their lives.

IntroductionIntroduction

35 STORIES

512 ROOMS

TWO-LEVEL CASINO

1.2M SQ FT PROPERTY

ALL KING BEDS & REFRIGERATORS IN EVERY ROOM



Legacy Club is a celebration of style and excess, inspired by the dreamers who built this city. 

Experience gorgeous sunsets and signature cocktails by fire pits on the outdoor terrace.

Watch Las Vegas light up before your eyes atop level 60 of Circa Resort and Casino.

9,330 SQ FT

PRIVATE AND SEMI-PRIVATE EVENTS

CAPACITY: 200 SEATED OR 400 STANDING

LARGE ROOFTOP BAR AND OUTDOOR TERRACE

Legacy ClubLegacy Club



SportsbookSportsbook

3 STORIES • 78 MEGAPIXEL SCREEN

1,000 PERSON VIEWING CAPACITY

350 CAPACITY STADIUM SEATING

Join the largest sports betting experience in the world,

with the most advanced technology and good old-fashioned Vegas hospitality.

WORLD’S LARGEST SPORTSBOOK



The atmosphere is upbeat and animated. Loud music, high energy, and a feeling of 

boundless possibility. Cocktails flow, dice roll, and inhibitions go out the window. 

This is the place and now is the time.

2 LEVEL CASINO

138 BAR TOP GAMES

1,350 SLOT MACHINES

55 HIGH LIMIT SLOTS & TABLE GAMES

CasinoCasino



Stadium SwimStadium Swim

Stadium Swim is a multi-level destination pool amphitheater-operating 365 days a year. 

The filtration system ensures we have the cleanest pools in the city, and our temperature 

gauged technology ensures guests can comfortably swim year-round.

6 POOLS 

8 WATER COUCHES

2 SWIM-UP BARS

28 CABANAS • 2 OWNER’S SUITES

338 CHAISE LOUNGES • 32 DAYBEDS



FounderFounder’’s Suites Suite

Experience the height of old school Vegas glamour and luxury in the 1,830 square feet 

Founder’s Suite. The suite features two bedrooms with Serta Chateau king mattresses,

an additional half-bath, a living room outfitted with a bar and a full refrigerator, 

dining table, additional banquette seating, and an electric fireplace.

1,830 SQ FT 

ELECTRIC FIREPLACE 

BAR & FULL REFRIGERATOR 

ADDITIONAL BANQUETTE SEATING 

SERTA CHATEAU KING MATTRESSES



Hospitality SuiteHospitality Suite

Our Hospitality Suite provides plenty of room to accommodate your group with flexible 

seating for different functions, including a banquette table and a convertible couch.

Every suite also comes with a full bath and views of the strip or the sunrise over the mountains.

FULL BATH 

BANQUETTE TABLE 

FLEXIBLE SEATING 

VIEWS OF THE STRIP 

CONVERTIBLE COUCH W/KING MATTRESS
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